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This Newsletter contains updates and news from the ICAO Secretariat on the ICAO Year
of Security Culture (YOSC) 2021.

ICAO Security Culture Website
The ICAO Security Culture website continues to receive new
materials. There is comprehensive information and
promotional content about the YOSC on the website,
alongside security culture best practices from ICAO and the
aviation community. This includes guidance documents,
videos, leaflets, toolkits1, frequently asked questions, and
articles offering tips and best practices on security culture.
The website also contains a set of self-assessment questions
to help entities measure and improve their security culture.

Security Culture Video Challenge
The ICAO and ACI World video

challenge is now live with a deadline
of 31 October 2021. The challenge is
designed to help showcase an effective
security culture in aviation in an
entertaining format, with the aviation
community encouraged to produce
short (30 second) videos.
1
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Ideas for video topics/themes include:
• Embodying effective security behaviours at an airport (e.g. challenging those who are not
following security procedures; reporting issues of concern such as unattended items and
suspicious behaviour).
• Promoting the concept "Security is Everyone's Responsibility" from the ground up and
top-down.
• Supporting a multi-agency approach to airport security to help deter, detect and prevent
acts of unlawful interference.

Further information
on the video
challenge (including
its prizes!) is
available on the
ICAO Security
Culture website.

Training and Assistance
ICAO’s aviation security training and assistance packages have also been updated to embed
security culture best practices in the content and to promote a positive security culture as a
priority.

ICAO Security Culture Workshop
ICAO has developed the ICAO Security Culture Workshop. The workshop is based on
existing ICAO tools and best practices for establishing, changing and maintaining good
security behaviours. These tools include an ICAO Security Culture Campaign “Starter Pack”,
which supports the development of security culture programmes and campaigns. Also
included is the ICAO Toolkit on Enhancing Security Culture, which identifies effective
security behaviours and actions to support a positive security culture. Both of these tools are
downloadable for free on the ICAO Security Culture website in all ICAO working languages.
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Security Culture Course
ICAO and UK CAA International (CAAi) have
developed an Introduction to Security Culture
course. The course helps regulated entities and
aviation authorities understand the concept and
benefits of an effective security culture, and the best
practices for embedding a positive security culture in
an organization.

YOSC Electronic Bulletin
An Electronic Bulletin (ref: EB 2021/018) was
issued on 18 May 2021 containing information on
the YOSC and suggestions on what entities could
do in support of the initiative. Support could
include the organization of practical security
culture events, training courses and security
awareness campaigns; alongside the provision of
guidance and communications on developing an
effective security culture.

Security Culture Events
ICAO is delivering a range of global events and activities to support the YOSC. This includes
the AVSEC2021 Symposium taking place virtually 8-10 September 2021. Session 2 of the
Symposium, entitled “Empowering Human Resources to Support Recovery”, will see
panelists share training best practices that strengthen the security posture and security
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culture of staff. Online registration for AVSEC2021 is closed. But the event (including its
panel sessions and videos) can be watched live and at any time on ICAO TV.
The ICAO Regional Offices are active participants in the YOSC. They are sharing security
culture best practices and tools and organizing dedicated meetings, webinars, conferences
and seminars on security culture with key stakeholders. Additional information on regional
activity can be found on the ICAO Regional Office websites, in newsletters, and in the State
and Industry Promotional Material page on the ICAO Security Culture website.

Creating Culture Corner
Member States and industry are also running their own security culture events and
campaigns in support of the YOSC. The ICAO Security Culture website contains additional
information on these activities and links to stakeholder websites, videos, articles and blogs.

ICAO thanks everyone for being Security
Culture Ambassadors!

To share security culture information and best practices for uploading on to the
ICAO Security Culture website please contact: yosc@icao.int.
Please also contact the team if you would like to have a small feature in the next
YOSC Newsletter highlighting security culture activities that you have initiated
and their outcomes.
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